CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusions

Based on the result and discussions, it can be concluded that:

1. The book’s information based on content quality of the book analysis was highest in biology textbook published by Cambridge and followed by Malaysia’s textbook and Yudhistira’s textbook.
2. The language (scientific term) is presented clearly in biology textbook published by Cambridge and Malaysia. On the other hand, the scientific term in textbook published by Yudhistira are not explained including the meaning of the concept.
3. There is no book that discuss more examples in students daily life that correlate with cell topic, because cell topic is the one of abstract topic that difficult to correlate into the students daily life.
4. The biology textbook published by Cambridge is able to present the best figures that support the explanation about cell, then followed by books published by Yudhistira and Malaysia.

5.2 Recommendation

Several suggestions based on the research results are:

1. Teachers should be more careful to choose student’s textbook based on curriculum that used in the school.
2. Book writers can use this data to revise the textbooks.
3. The government should be more careful in assessing the quality of textbook because textbook is one of essential source of student learning and necessary to develop another aspects which more compatible to measure the quality of textbook.